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Summary "- A latitudinal profile of the mean geostrophic deviation 

3-3 computed from surface and low level wind data and surface pressure 
^^radients. The resulting geostrophic deviation is discussed in terms 
,j»f the equation* of motion. 

In the meteorological literature the question arises perpetually 
to what extent the gec3trophis wind-speed is a valid approximation to 
the trw wind speed in low latitudes. This study attempts to establish 
thftjaan_ffiagnltude of the departure of the actual wind speed fro*! the 
geostrophie-by eenaidering low level data ov*r~the oceans* 

^Direct comparison of the wind at the tep of the layer of surface 
friotional influence with the geostrophic wind speed at that level was 
not pos'.ible. Instead, this study ha? been carried out by (a) comparing 
the 2000 ft,wind «po*d at low latitude stations with the geostrophio 
indicated by the sea level isobars and (b) by comparing the geostrophio 
speed with a "asrreoted* wind speed obtained by adding to the surface 
wind a factor to compensate for friction* 

Only the- total wind speed has been used in the quantitative traat- 
uEmt of the data* However, in reasoning from the results certain con— 
illusion* are reached in regard to the relation between the actual and 
geostrophic wind directions,, Observational studies have indicated that 
the angular turning near the surfaoe is quite small ever the oceans when- 
ever the lapse rata 14 steep. Rishl and =ollab« {l}  found the mean an- 
gular turning in thV^5«rthaast trade* of the East Paoifio to be less 
than 5° in the lowest sOGO ft. Further, Gordon X£)  found the mean angu- 
lar turning between the surface and 2000 ft in the Horth Atlantis, 60° 
to 60°N* to be Iff* than ?° whenevai^the iaj>«# ra^e'-_*&s ankr  the dry 
adiabatio. In view of the nearly,dry adiabatio 5P;,-#« rates near the 
surface over the taropioal aid subW^isal csa^Us*;• j2§*hf mean, near zero 
horizontal temperature gradient* and ar-^.il changes of wind direetiou with 

he i ght appe ar quit* reaionaWe •* 

Comparison of £000 ft wind* with the geostrophio 
11 i.i.l* 1 i. • •• •      •      ft--     — ~     "**"*fc**** '        1 11   il   1 1 11 

lind d*ta from Jftar '3pm. iatitud* inland stations nave bean used to 
eoaputa -^» a^^tissHsf-^lbft 2C§)0 jft apesd froa tha geostrophic.    These 
windT data and the surface ...scbarlo apaelng have been taken from the north- 
ern Hamiapher* Synopsis ltea*h#r. Maps\zj for the period September 1S49 
through January 19SC,  - Adsni ctedly, the surface isobars cannot be drawn 
ever the ocean* with pooh accuracy.    However, avaragei  nver a large num- 
ber of eaaes sh^ild tftad to aiialBaite the effect of error* of this typo, 
So *»l*ation waurssade on the "type of surface isobario curvature but due 
to tha location cf the ctatioss slight anti^yolcnia curvature prevailed 



in tho most ewact ^haz  sorreetion, for ourweture would have resulted 
in a gradient wind slightly greater than ta* geestrophici 

Tho mean 032 wind speed at the 2000 ft level (»2QQo)# **1'9 n»an 
*re©strephis speed (a.)* &Ed the mean geostrophio departure (o_ - e200o) 
are shown for the four stations in the table bslow.^- 

Static® Lat, "u> of reports °2000(E?3) *V(mps) 
°g " °2000 

Bermuda 
*ake 
Johnston 
Guam 

sacH 
19CE 
l?°Jf 
1*°N 

65 
72 
88 
61 

8.4 
8.1 

10 «Q 
7.9 

9.6 
10,6 
14.2 
13.1 

1.2 
2.5 

5.2 

These data indieate that the geostrophic departure increases equator- 
sard and at the lower latitudes reaches a value quite large _in comparison 
with the mean wind. 

This computed departure can be identified with the true geostrophio 
departure only if it is assumed that the pressure gradient remains un- 
changed between the Lurfaoe and 2000 ft. The validity of this assumption 
has been cheeked by computing from the geostrophio thermal wind equation, 
the increase or decrease of the zonal wind between the surface and 2000 ft 
which can be attributed to the mean latitudinal temperature gradient. For 
this calculation the thermal wind equation has_been written 

where Ail is the increment to be applied^fco 14», the zonal component of the 
mean surface windjTJ^is the surface temperature; f is the mean temperature 
between the- gyrfaoo and 2000 ftj-f-is-the Soriolis parameter and 3  is the 
acceleration -f gravity* AX has been taken as 2000 ft and -ZL as the dry 
adiabatio rate slate thisoalrmlatioB: in, mads in the mired "aubcloud" 
layer £4j» "*• n*an latitudinal temperature gradients over the Atlantic 
and Pacific Oceans were determined for September and November from the 
Atlas of Cliaatic Charts of the Ooeans £5j. The decrease of the soual 
component between the surfaca and 2000 ft in mps whi^h can be attributed 
to the thermal wind is shown in the following tablet 
aaccasaai r   tmessmsaa :  •   i —rr-' ~'a       as , ,„„   . „   — • 

Lat« September November 

0 
C.3 
1.2 
1.1 
1.2 

These values cannot be taken as strictly correct_sinca the appli- 
cation of dynamic equations to mean data is always open to question. 
However, tho order of magnitude can hardly be doubtedv pie geostrophio 
departure shown by the table above increases south of EG H» whereas 
the thermal «<8m.trib3tiea apprsaehsta *.era at theso latitudes.    Only in 
the Ia.titw.3a* north of 2055 w&er* the geostrophio departure is quite 
small  i»  this dampest*-  ••n^vnaal contribution cf the same order of magni- 
tude as the feestrephi* departure.    Tfcus the change of pressure gradient 

*-$**«»" ?*4lii%M IftSiiia &>t fee affected spppeeiabiy by a diurnal vari- 
ation in the low lev«l wind speed si see compensating changes in the pressure 
gradient would be **£**%**• 

10*N -0.4 
lb"N 0.1 
20° I 0.4 
25eI 0.4 
30-N 0.5 



through the friction*! layer due to the mesa latitudinal temperature gradient 
emmet be considered of primary significance in explaining any deviation from 
geostrophic balance la low latitudes* 

Comparison of ^corrected* surface winds with the geostrophio 

Wind data are available from only a limited number of low latitude stations* 
At many of these, local wind systems due to orography and surface heating may be 
such as to distort the low level flow* Consequently* this study has been extended 
by comparing "corrected* surfaos winds with the geostrophic* 

The mean increase of 'the wind speed from the surface to the top of the 
friotion layer computed by Siehl and eollab* £l) from several months of 
weather ship pibal observations in the trade wind belt of the east Paoifio 
Ocean was found to be* at most,40 per cent of the surface wind* This is 
in agreement with a study by Gordon (6J for the North Atlantic* Mean 
ratios of the surface and 1 km wind oomputed x'rom wind records of several 
low latitude ship stations for the fall and winter of 1945-46 are shown in the 
table below* 

dumber of Mean Ratio 
Ship Stations Observat: lens 1 km to sfo wind 

27°N - 1250W 43 1.1 
26°N - 149°W 30 1.3 
22°N - 1340E 115 1*2 
18°K - 165°! 29 1.2 
17°H - 130°E 30 1.1 
i ni - I54°E 41 1.2 

In addition to indicating ratios, lass than 3*4. in agreement with Riehl and 
Collab. and Gordon, these data show that any latitudinal variation in the ratio 
must be rather insignificant. The near dry adiabatic low level lapse rates which 
ar«-in- gsnarlEir present over the tropical and subtropical oceans contribute to the 
constancy of this ratio. 

On the basis of the evidence presented above it appears that over the ooeans 
multiplication of the surface wind speed by 1*4 should give a value in the mean 
larger than the mean observed wind in the region of 2000-3000 ft*2 Thus the 
comparison of geostrophio and observed winds was extended by using a corrected 
wind (oc)ff which was obtained by multiplying the surface wind by 1*4, and the 
geostrophio wind (c,.)^ which was determined from the sea level isobars* Only 
at those times when the pressure gradient was well-defined could the geostrophic 
wind be determined. Consequently, the wind values throughout this study are some- 
above the average for the respective latitudes* 

The statistical sample for this study was obtained from the Northern Hemi- 
sphere Synoptic Weather Maps (3)» C^3* ^  sample of about 1400 observations was 
taken from the Atlantio and Paoifio Oceans between 7?H and 38°!l from the periods 
October 1945 to January 1946 and January to Aoril 1949.  The reports were from 
moving ships, stationary ship stations, and small atolls , 

Sinoe conditions over the low latitude oceans are quaai-barotropio in a 
rather a**ep layer, mean speeds lathe region 2000-4000 ft can be considered 
essentially those at the top of tne fiisti<m layer, the r;ean depth of which is 
not known* 



<-v$ ft, 

such as  Johnston end Ksrejaleic    Report*  from larger   island groups  such as 
the Philippines and the Antilles were act uaedo    The wind reports used were 
loaated in *»ll"deirined pressure patterns with slight antiGyelonle or 
negiible curvatureo 

For each Wind report c.F  sg end a- •» oQ were determined*    These vsre 
grouped in belts of 4° latitude width and mean values were @alcu?..ated.    The 
principal results are shown by figures I and 2„    Since the 1*4 factor in 
general gives  a ©arrested wind greater than the actual and siaee the anti- 
oyclonio curvature har not beea  corrected forf the computed geo«jt.rophi© 
departure9 «»"*" °©» should represent a minimum value of the actual departure. 
The computed geostrophio departure approaches sere near SOPS  (Fig, 2) and 
incrsisss both northward and southward,,    S^uth of 3Q°S the increase fo-ll*«ra 
a smooth curve and reeohea i departure cf about-10 mps .near I0°H»    The increase 
of thermal stability, may aoccsia* for the increase of the geostrophis departure 
T^h of 30°5  (of„ t4j)o 

The geostrophio departrj-re expressed as • percentage of the corrected wind 
isafcewa in figure 3.    Si«5e the corre-tec wind is near  10 ap% at all latitudes f 

the BbMgm of figar* 3 is not essentially different from figure 2»    South of 
15°I the -departure is greater-than 60 per sent of sc and south of 10°K the 
departure exceeds eQ by more than 100 per cento 

The table below shows that the departures read from the curve of 
figure 2 ag-es  closely witb. thsse .computed for in* four stations  in the 
previous section* 

8tation °g " ?20C0 Lat. 
• £         * 

^ffom Fi^o  2) 

Bermuda 1.2 mp* 32°S loO ltp* 

Wake 2*5 3 9°H 2.4 

Johnston 4.2 17°S 3*8 

Gu*m <J O" 13°M <?o0 

Both sets  of data pressated above indicate that the deviation of she 
actual wind-speed from the geostrophio beoomw* progresslrely larger with 
decreasing letitadso    £s*r*h*r,*- th* does- agr*«aBSt^b*tiwe«r^m independent 
calculations lead* to greater confidence La the aeturacj? *»? figure 2» 

It might appear that the very large departure* south of IS9! could 
be biased by the fact that analysis errors which tended to crowd the Isobars 
would be-more likely than those in the opposite"sense*    This would appear 
particularly likely since the pressure  gradient* are w**k and since thie 
latitude sone i» near the^e^uatorward limit of-the aaalysif*    .EiT**'»er, the 
following check did act reveal any bias in this'--sens**   -The iseas geostrcphi; 
depirtsre was eoapu-ted from Sorthern-Sesleph^pajSyne^-ift-JImj^-^^^ above, 
for -June*A1 J^r J?*s in the region of the Marshall-Islenjls*    l>uring this 
period the low latitudes-data in that area «ere greatly increase4* duetto the 
atomic bomb teats at B^te.tis and the pressure analysis should have bias mor« 
-Nilissls*  __The mess, geest-rophic •departure  -osputed from by "i-eport* daris§ ~: 
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these two month* at 11-12°N was 7*3 mps, competed to about 7*5 mps from 
figure 2. 

/ 

I 

I 

Figure 4 ohows th* peraentage of raporta in aach latitude bait in 
whioh the geastrophic was greater than the corrected wind* Practioally all 
reports in tiu» lowest latitudes show o_>ca while naar 30°K, o0 is nearly 
equally distributed above and below c_• The computed departure cannot be / 
applied to individual wind reports with any degree of confidence since at 
any tine the change of wind speed through the fr lot ion layer may deviate 
appreciably from the 40 per cent increase used in this study and since the 
geostrophic wind usually cannot be determined with any degree of accuracy. 
However, i igure 4 shows that in over 90 per cent of the oases south of 16°N 
latitude it should be expected that the geostrophic wind would be an over- 
estiiiate and that *n the mean the deviation of the geostrophic from the 
actual would be at least as large as that shown by figure 2. 

Implications 

It is logical to question whether the large geostrophic depa* cures shown 
by figure 2 are physically realistic and can be interpreted in terms of the 
horizontal equations jf motion* The equations of motion in a natural 
coordinate system s, n oan be written: 

1'   dt P as     ' 

«>   0 -y^-T'n 
where s and n are oriented along and normal to the streamlines, respectively, 
as shown in figure 5* p is the surface frictional force assumed to be 
oppositely directed to the wind velooity C , f is density* -f is the 
Coriolls parameter, -p is pressure and R is the radius of eurvature of the 
trajectories*   R  is taken positive for antioyolonio curvature. 

It will be assumed that -»an circulation patterns in the northeast 
trades, such as shown in figure 5, are sufficiently steady state so that 
...e above equations can be applied for order of magnitude calculations. 
First, if we oonsider the balance of forces along the streamlines using 
(l), this equation oan be writtent 

since  -rr = 0   iQ the mean pattern* Further, at points of maximus and 
e»fc  v go 

mini«i»w speed, for axampl^ point A figure 5,   rr — 0  and (5) can be 
»5 

! 

) 

I 

1 

I 

I 

i 



writtent 

(4) - f If->=o    ^    fc8B-r-o 
where  tjn  is the component of the geostrophic wind normal to the stream- 
lines. Clearly, at the points where (4) is satisfied a balanee of forces 
can be effected only when the streamlines have a component toward lower 
pressure • Equatorward from the maximum   4y<0 and the magnitude of 

fCofl decreases provided ths magnitude of f remains constant or decreases* 
Hovtverr the component of geostrophic wind normal to the streamlines 
may increase equatorward provided the decrease in the magnitude of c 4-s — p- 

is over"nompensated for by the decrease of •f . 

If we now consider the forces acting normal to the streamlines in the 
antioylonio»seB such as shown in figure 5C (2) may be writtenu 

(5) f (C8| -C) tf^^-O 

where C§£ is the component of the geostrophic wind along the streamlines* 
It should be noted that a balance of forces is not possible in the case of 
antieylonic curvature if C.5 j> €•_• In the balanced case Co.s * Co c*». &* 
where ^£   is the angle bstween streamlines and isobars. Thus the angle 
of cross isobaric flow can be computed if -c , c and the curvature are known. 
If we choose the case of straight flow, ft  • «e, then 

(6) *< * OmT'C^J 
Using values cf o_ and e from figurs 2,s£ and Cq~  have been computed for 
several latitudes! 

25°S £3° 
20°H 38° 
17o5°H 450 
lu°N 48© 
10°N 81° 

Latitude °*~ ^«n 

3.9 mps 
5.6 
6.7 
7,2 

 6^?  

From the reasoning carried out with the balance of forces along the strecm- 
lines, this oroes isobaric flow is necessarily directed toward lower 
pressure. Addition of a curvature tern to t6/ w»uld inoreass the angle 
cf outflow in the case of anticyeioni-; "urvsrture and decrease it fcr 
cyclonic ourvature. 

In the discussion above the angular turning of the wind with height 
has been n*gleoted. Presiissbly, vertical mixing should contribute to a 
frioticnal tern with a component normal to the wind direction at the level 
in question whenever-* systematic turning with height is present. If 
the triad ve*rai wit« height> addition of a normal frictional term to .(5) 
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would permit * oealler angle of outflow for a rlwen goostrophio departure. 
Bowerer, aa dlecuss»d above, observational studies [Tj {Z}  have sr.own the 
angular turning ^ tb* "subcloud" layer to bo quite avail* Consequently, 
the angle of outflow wt»uld not bo substantially ohanged by introducing a 
normal friotional torn* 

Admittedly, the calculations carried out In this -action havs boon vary 
rough but tnoy have ehoen that mean geostrophio departures of the magnitude 
shown by figure 9. oan be accounted for in the simplified stations of motion 
only by introducing large ores* itobtrio flow. The mean streamline aid 
iaobario patterns do intersect at rather large angles over the tropioal 
and aubtropioal oceans* For instance, the mean streamlines and isobars 
for the Seat Paeifio (Pig; 6) show that the angle of outflow in many easea 
ie aa large as shown In the table above* Perhapa of more significance than 
showing the magnitude of the angle of outflow* these calculations htve 
indieated that the difficulties of using and interpreting the geostrophio 
wind equation south of about 20°I become very great* 
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Fig. 1. Latitudinal profiles of the 
mean "corrected* aorfae* wlud (left outre) 
asd niean geostrophio -wind (right curve). 

5i- 
6   8 

mps 
10   12 

Fig. 2. Latitudinal profile of the 
*u&a gsostrophio departure representing 
the difference between the two curves of 
figure 1. 

20  40   60   80   .00  120  140  16OX 

Fig. 3. Profile of the seen geostrophio 
departure expressed in percentage of the 
•oorreoted* wind. 
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50   60   70   SO  90  100% 

Fig, 4. Percentage of individual 
reports showing the geostrophio wind 
greater than the "corrected" wind as 
a funotion of latitude. 4CfN 

I50#W 120'W 

Fig.  5. Mean wind onart  for a portion 
of the Bast Paolfie Oeaan for July.    Solid 
Unas ars lsotaohs in Beaufort fores, dashed 
llnss are streamline*   (Adapted frs=    5    )• 

**i&Z- itei IOX ICM 
120 W 

Fir, 6. Mean streaiallnss (solid) and mean isobars 
(dashed] for a portion of the Sast Paoifio Ocean for July, 
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